During Easter we use **candles** to remind us of the **life** and **light** of Jesus.

There may be a candle that looks like this in your worship space. Do you see one?

Color this candle and then draw pictures of other candles you see in your worship space.

**PRE-READER**

- Today is the 5th Sunday in Easter.
- Easter is a time to celebrate **new life** and **new beginnings**.

**SPARK**

- **Easter 5**

**Draw a sun around this symbol for Easter to show the beginning of a new day.**
The Gospel of John tells us that there are many rooms in God’s house. Jesus says that he is getting a place ready for us there!

What do you think God’s house looks like? Draw rooms and decorate this house. Be sure to pick out a room for yourself!

“We can live in God’s house, too!”